This study derived a mathematical anticancer tool selection model, which minimizes (or maximizes) the overall survival (or damage) probability of tumor while keeping the total side effect and cost of the tools at acceptable levels, for immunochemoradiotherapy planning. Also, the presence of antagonistic chemotherapy drugs is taken into consideration with some therapeutic constraints. The developed model, which is an integer nonlinear programming problem, is essentially a therapy portfolio selection problem. It is assumed that canceranticancer interaction may be modeled as customer-server paradigm of queuing theory. The methodology also takes tumor growth over time into consideration. Undoubtedly, the analytical model, which is only a theoretical effort, needs to be clinically experimented at least in vitro then in vivo. This theoretical study may contribute to the applications of operations research in medicine.
Introduction
Cancer is the second common cause of death in the United States, exceeded only by heart disease. The American Cancer Society estimates that there will be about 1,399,790 new cases of cancer in the United States in 2006, and that approximately 564,830 people will die of the disease, more than 1,500 people a day [1] . In fact, it may be said that the picture is not so bright for the rest of the
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world (see also 2002 World statistics in [1] ). Cancer is therefore a serious worldwide health concern.
Over the decades, a number of treatment methods have been developed such as chemotherapy, radiation therapy, immunotherapy, hormonal therapy and so on. The researchers from different disciplines are now studying on developing new techniques to cure and control as well as palliate the disease.
From clinical decision-making standpoint, it is a sophisticated issue to decide which therapies and tools (drugs and radiations) should be chosen to implement the cure. The clinicians, who have responsibility to be concerned with promoting an efficient distribution of resources [10] , face with such decisions all the time. In cancer treatments, it is usual to combine some therapies such as combining immuno-, chemo-and radiation therapies [12] and also some drugs and radiations within such cures.
Drug and radiation selection for an integral therapy is closely based on cancer-anticancer competition. There have been many studies regarding cancer cell-drug interactions in both theoretical and empirical aspects. For instance, Schulz [21] discussed molecular mechanisms of cancer chemotherapy in a general view of molecular biological approach to cancer. Greco, Faessel and Levasseur [11] considered some issues in combination of anticancer agents. Martin et al. [16] developed an optimal control theoretic model maximizing the host survival time, defined as the time over which the tumor burden can be kept below a fixed bound. Preziosi [19] studied on the issue of mathematical drug-cancer cell interactions as well as on mathematical cancer modeling. Murray [18] also determined some therapeutic modeling approaches in mathematical views. CruzMonteagudo and Gonzalez-Diaz [17] considered unified drug-target interaction thermodynamic Markov model using stochastic entropies to predict multiple drugs side effects. Reddy and Kaelin [20] determined the issue from a view of genetics.
Although the literature on the issue of anticancer tool selection is silent, there have been some considerations and selection criteria. Exposito et.al. [10] studied clinical efficacy and cost-effectiveness of new chemotherapy treatments in advanced cancer patients. Iliadis and Barbolosi [13] optimized drug regimens in cancer chemotherapy by an efficacy-toxicity mathematical model in pharmacokinetics/ pharmacodynamics frame via an optimal control view. Jonker et.al. [14] determined the application of mathematical and statistical models to asses combined drug action by response surface modeling and also gave a literature review frame. However, even though the combination of drugs is a common practice for enhancing the efficiency of the drug cure, the selection of the optimal combination and the optimal doses remains a matter of trial and error [14] . Different oncologists might choose different drug combinations with different schedules. Factors to consider in choosing which drugs to use for a chemotherapy regimen include; type of cancer, stage of the cancer, age, general state of health, other serious health problems and other types of anticancer treatments given in the past [2] . In a drug selection research [10] , it is reported that the indications for use are as follows tumor localization, histology and stage, line of treatment, patient subgroups and complete administration regimen (including association with other drugs).
It is essentially a portfolio problem to decide which tools are selected from more than 100 drugs [5] and some radiation types (eg, x-rays, gamma rays, particle radiation and protons [3] . Such a chosen portfolio, which is made of therapeutic assets, is hereafter called "therapy / cure portfolio" in this paper.
There may be some objectives and constraints to build an optimal therapy portfolio. Exposito et.al. [10] determined and also recommended patients' median survival time and survival rate at 1 year as two of six efficacy variables in comparing new chemotherapy regimens. In a similar approach, but in a reverse character, tumor survival rates may be held as performance measures of anticancer agents (which refer to anticancer drugs and radiation types in this paper). This study's main approach is that the cancer-anticancer interaction may be modeled as customer-server paradigms of queuing theory so that the overall queuing survival probability of tumor is minimized. This objective should be optimized while keeping the total side effect and cost of the tools at acceptable levels. That is because the therapy may lead to some short term side effects (eg, bone marrow suppression [4] ) and long term side effects (eg, nerve damage and second cancers [4] ). Also, the economic issue is not without importance. The new drugs and supportive treatments are so costly [10] . In addition, decisions on treatment are guided, not only by the potential for benefit, but also by the nature and severity of adverse drug reactions [2, 15] . These can be handled by some constraints.
To sum up, this study developed an analytical cure portfolio model, which is minimizing (maximizing) the overall survival (damage) probability of tumor within the given cure budget, side effect level and some therapeutic constraints, for immunochemoradiotherapy planning. The model is based on the assumption that cancer-anticancer interaction is modeled as customer-server relation. The paper which may be a contribution to medical operations research, is organized in the following way; the essential queuing theoretical background is presented then the model is formulated as a theoretical effort. Finally, some concluding remarks are discussed.
The Background
There have been many queuing models. There are also many examples of systems in which a customer never has to wait for service to begin. In such a system, the customer's entire stay in the system may be thought of as his or her service time. Because a customer never has to wait for service, there is, in essence, a server available for each arrival, and we may think of such a system as an infinite-server (or self-service) system in the context of queuing theory [25] . This is, in fact, a queue model with no queuing [8] .
Using the Kendall-Lee notation, an infinite-server system in which interarrival service times are exponential and service times may follow arbitrary probability distribution may be written as M/G/ ∞ /GD/ ∞ / ∞ queuing system. Here, M denotes interarrival times are independent, identically distributed (iid) random variables having an exponential distribution when G denotes service times are iid and follow some general distribution and GD stands for general queue discipline.
Let μ / 1 be the expected time that a customer spends in the system, and λ be the average number of arrivals entering the system per unit time, then the expected number of customers in the system in the steady-state is μ λ / . If arrival times are exponential, it can be shown that (even for an arbitrary service time distribution) the stationary probability that n customers are present follows a Poisson distribution with mean μ λ / . That is [25] ,
(See [8] and [24] for further discussions about queuing theory).
Developing the Model
The model is simply based on the assumption and analogy that cancer tumor cells may be interpreted as customers desiring to take service of death when therapeutic agents as servers under queuing theoretic assumptions. In this manner, a cancer cell never has to wait for service, there is, in essence, a server (drug and/or radiation) available for each arrival. The followings may be assumed that each agent (server) system is stationary (all parameters are constant over time) and that there is an immediate agent force assignment to a cancer cell whenever one joins the system with exponential interarrivals and thus the agent-cancer cell interaction at the molecular level may be modeled as an M/G/ ∞ /GD/ ∞ / ∞ system. On this analogy, the steady-state probability (follows a Poisson distribution if interarrival times are exponential) that n customers are present in the queue system turns out to be the stationary probability that n tumor cells are present (still alive) in any agent queue system holding the same distributional property. These probabilities can be determined as survival probabilities from the agents or as damage probabilities by the agents in a logistic frame. The survival probabilities, which may have inputs from tumor growth and/or other tools' failure, change with respect to agents' abilities to kill cancer cells (service rate) and that both tumor's survival and growth abilities (arrival rate). In other words, the performances of agents are distinguishing characteristics to build a decision criterion within the tumor ability.
The cure portfolio model based on the above assumptions is formulated in the following way with a small adaptation which substitutes cancer cells with tumor voxels, which refer to small tumor cubes in the context of radiotherapy, to bring the situation into common measurable world. be the total number of feasible therapeutic agents, r m − be the number of radiation types available, c r − be the number of immunotherapy drugs available, c be the number of chemotherapy drugs available, g c − be the number of antagonistic chemotherapy drugs that any two of them can not be included in the same portfolio, f g − be the number of chemotherapy drugs that must not be included if some other drugs included i.e., 'then clause' drugs, e f − be the number of chemotherapy drugs that if included, then some other must not be included i.e., 'if clause' drugs, e be the number of other chemotherapy drugs, j λ be the average number of tumor voxel arrivals entering the system j per unit time,
be the expected time (in a chosen unit) that a tumor voxel spends in the system j, i.e., mean service time when j μ is mean service rate in j, n be the desired number of tumor voxels alive (has not been serviced) i.e., tolerance level, j q be the steady-state survival probability of tumor voxels from agent j given that n tumor voxels are alive if the agent used with similar tools during whole therapy cycle,
be the steady-state damage probability of tumor voxels by agent j given that n tumor voxels are alive if the agent used with similar tools during whole therapy cycle, j s be the estimated total side effect (short and long term) score of agent j if used during whole therapy cycle, j c be the estimated total cost of agent j if used during whole therapy cycle, S be the allowable upper bound for total side effect score, for a linear fashion, B be the total agent related therapy budget, C be the desired number of chemotherapy drugs, I be the desired number of immunotherapy drugs, R be the desired number of radiation types.
To formulate the mathematical programming problem, first of all, the stationary survival probabilities of tumor voxels from agents given that n tumor voxels are alive for each, which follow Poisson distribution in the case of exponential interarrival times, can be obtained as (See [9] and [23] for similar probabilistic derivations).
There are some therapeutic constraints. Under the assumption of linear additivity of side effect factors due to each therapy tool, the total side effect score of therapy portfolio must not exceed a desired upper bound. Thus,
The cost of agent portfolio during whole therapy cycle must also be restricted by the total cure budget as It is possible to have some chemotherapy agents that require if those are present, and then a set of drugs must be absent, but converse is not true. This issue may be handled by if-then constraints. Borrowing an auxiliary binary variable y and a sufficiently large constant M, the structure may be formulated as There may also be some chemotherapy agents that create antagonistic effects whenever any two of them appear in the same cure portfolio. For those, this can be imposed via a set of constraints, , ,..., 1 c g j
. Finally, revisiting binary decision variables ends the optimization model,
The foregoing developed model is an integer nonlinear problem. It is difficult to solve these type problems which posses such objective functions in structure [22] . Although Sofer and Zeng [22] developed a theoretical transformation method to solve such type problems, the problem may be solved to get at least near optimal solutions by using any appropriate software such as MS Excel's Solver tool [13, 25] .
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In the developed model, the side effect score j S for agent j may be heuristically obtained from clinicians' experiences related to such agents. Also, some multicriteria decision making techniques may be employed such as scoring method and the analytic hierarchy process. In the latter case, it appeals a group decision making procedure within the criteria reflecting well known both short and long term side effects such as bone marrow suppression and second cancers. The total side effect score S, which represents clinicians' behavior towards riskside effect-may also be specified in a similar manner.
Discussion and Concluding Remarks
The idea of a therapy portfolio made of drugs and radiation tools is determined and implemented to construct such a portfolio optimizing the overall tumor survival probability subject to side effect, cost and some antagonistic drug constraints in order to support clinical decision making for immunochemoradiotherapy process. While building the portfolio, the canceranticancer interaction is based on queuing theoretical view.
One of the extensions of this paper is the stimulation of queuing theory to approach theoretically to the cancer cell-therapeutic agent interaction so that the survival (or damage) probabilities of tumor are obtained. However, instead, any other appropriate probabilities (even from different queuing models) may be used in the same optimization frame. What is more, by queuing theoretical characteristics, the developed model takes into account tumor growth over time and that any survivor cancer cells to be serviced by any other agent.
The mathematical model deals with immuno-, chemo-and radio-therapies to synergize into an integral therapy. If wanted, any other therapies may be included theoretically in a similar manner. In contrast, the general model can be reduced to submodules such as only chemotherapy. Also, some groups of drugs such as chemoprotective [6] may be incorporated into the model. In addition, some radio therapeutic enhancements like radiosensitizers and radioprotectors [7] may welcome to the formulation. Moreover, it is also possible to employ either-or constraints for the foregoing modifications. Furthermore, in the presence of any therapeutic tool that must be included in the portfolio, it can be easily achieved by extra constraints equaling the associated decision variable to 1.
It should be pointed out that the assumptions made that cancer cell arrivals are exponential when agent services are free. The first is constraining while the latter is giving more freedom. The input parameters of the model reflect the values that agents used with similar tools in historical observations. Another remarkable point is that arrival rates for each agent ( j λ 's) may differ because of their inhomogeneous ability to catch the cancer cells. The developed model allows incorporating such considerations. From computational view, this study also suggests that the use of MS Excel, which is common and cheaper, may be available for medical decision making as a powerful spreadsheet tool.
Drug effects may be delayed and/or not stationary in time [14] . Also, the constant-cell-kill hypothesis is expected to be valid when the cells are sensitive to the anticancer drug. This hypothesis does not appear valid for clinical tumors. Chemotherapy is not effective in many instances since tumor resistance develops [1] unless the use of new agents to help overcome drug resistance [6] . Therefore, the constant and steady-state parameter assumptions may also be valid in vivo. However, as a future research, relaxing the stationary assumption of the theoretical model, a transient analysis model of queuing theory may be developed in a modified approach.
Another further research may be approaching to the model in a multiobjective view that is, minimizing the overall survival probability, total side effect and the agent related cost. Also, multi-criteria decision making techniques can be used to build the portfolio. Within the developed model, some efficient cure portfolio frontiers can be constructed to help decision makers to behave efficiently in a large area. The recipe that this paper suggests may be applied to other appropriate diseases. This is without doubt that the model, which is only a theoretical effort, needs to be clinically observed at least in vitro then in vivo.
